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ABSTRACT 

Preliminary results are presented of a numerical analysis to study the open- 
cycle mist flow process for ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC). Emphasis 
in the analysis is on the mass transfer and fluid mechanics of the steady- 
state mist flow. The analysis is based on two one-dimensional models of the 
mist lift process: a single-group model describes a mist composed of a single 
size of drops and a multigroup model considers a spectrum of drop sizes. The 
single-group model predicts that the lift achieved in the mist lift process 
will be sensitive to the inlet parameters. Under conditions that lead to 
maximum lift in the model for a single drop size, the multigroup model 
predicts significantly reduced performance. Because the growth of drops is 
important, sensitivity of the predicted performance of the mist lift to 
variations in the collision parameters has been studied. 



t time (s) 

aij geometrical coll sion cross-section between 4 groups i and j (a ) 

A area of cross-section of lift tube (a2) 

A0 total area of orifices (a2) 

Cd drag coefficient 

C~ 
specific heat of water (J/kg-K) ' . 

d drop diameter (m) 

D . diameter of lift tube (m) 
rate of collisio s between groups i and j per 

fi' un,it volume (11m'-s) 

rate of coalescences between groups i and j "I . per unit length (I/rs) 

g acceleration due to gravity (m/s2) 

= i total number of drops lost from group i due to 
coalescence with other drops per unit length 
( l/m-s> 

hfg latent heat of vaporization of water (Jlkg) 

h specific enthalpy (J/kg) 

m mass of drop (kg) 

n number flux of drops (in a unit mass interval) 
(11s) 

P .  pressure (bar) 

Si source of drops in group i per unit length 
(llm-s) 

v velocity (m/s) 

w mass flow rate (&Is) 

z vertical coordinate (m) 

rl .coalescence efficiency 

u viscosity ( N - s I ~ ~ )  

P density (kg/m3) 

a 2 surface tension (N/m ) 

Subscripts 

'f liquid, 

8 vapor 

i individuaL group of drops in multigroup model 

j jet 

o stagnation (before orifices) 

1 bottom of lift tube (after orifices) 

INTRODUCTION 

The mist flow concept is a promising alternative 
to closed~ycle and other open~ycle ocean thermal 
energy conversion (OTEC) concepts i ~ j .  'Ibis concept 
eliininatee the heat exchanger losses of the closed 
cycle and the huge turbines of the steawbased open 
cycle in favor of a single direct~ontact condenser 
and a standard hydraulic turbine. The mist lift tube. 
the major component of a mist flov OTeC plant, 
converts the thermal energy of surface seawater into 
gravitationirl potential energy, which is transformed 
into useful work by the hydraulic turhlne. Figure 1 
shovs a possible configuration for a mist flow power 
plant, with the hydraulic turbine located upstream of 
the mist lift tube. Useful power is obtained from the 
generator connected to the turbine. 



sizes so that effects of collisions and growth of the 
drops are included. The mathematical formulation of 
the models is detailed in the Appendix. 

Water 
Inlet 

Figure 1. Schanatlc of R is t  flow Power Plant 

The lifting of the water against gravity inside 
the lift tube is accomplished by the vertical flow of 
a mist of water droplets entrained in ln~pressure 
water vapor. To produce the mist, the warm water is 
injected into the bottom of the evacuated lift tube in 
small jets which break up into drops of a few hundred 
microns in diameter by Rayleigh instability. The 
pressure in the lift tube is maintained at a value 
less than the saturation vapor pressure of the warm 
water so the drops evaporate. The vapor produced by 
the evaporating drops expands upward, carrying the 
water drops along by viscous drag to the tbp of che 
lift tube, where cold water from the ocean depthe is 
used to condense the vapor and the liquid drops are 
collected. 

Although the thermodynamics of the mist lift 
process are relatively straightforward and support fts 
viability, the fluid mechanics of the flow are not 
well understood. Major areas of concern are the 
creation of the mist and the possibility of droplet 
growth leading to "rainout," where the drops are no 
longer able to be supported by the vapor and fall back 
down the tube like rain. An understanding of the 
fluid mechanics of the mist lift process is neceseary 
to assess its viability and its sensitivity to 
variations in the operating parameters. In parallel 
with the experimental investigations of the mist flow 
process conducted at the University of California at 
Ios Angeles (2). the Solar Energy Research Institute 
(SERI) began an analytical investigation in FY79 to 
delineate the important fluid mechanic parameters of 
the process (3). 

' Two models of the mist flow have been developed: 
one model coneiders a mist composed of a eingle size 
of drops, and the other considers a spectrum of 'drop 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SINGLE-GROUP MIST .FLOW MODEL 

The single-group analysis is steady-etate and 
onedimensional along the mist tube. No attempt has 
been made to model threedimensional effecte such as 
drop deposition on the walls of the tube or large 
scale instabilitiee that might arise. The purpose of 
this analysis was to indicate the effect of droplet 
grovth on the performance of the mist lift, and it was 
felt that the additional complication of multi- 
dimensional effects was not justif ied at this point. 
It is expected that such effects may be significant, 
especially since the flow of vapor is turbulent, and" 
experimental studiee need to be performed to determine 
the magnitude of the effects. 

The following procedure is employed for the 
rolutioo of the governing equations in this model (as 
detailed in the Appendix). Input parameters are the 
drop size, the liquid mass flow rate, the pressure 
upstream of the injector, the total area of injector 
holes, the inlet temperature, the condenser 
temperature, and the geometric shape of the lift 
tube. By using the inlet parameters in &rnoullire 
equation, the equilibrium pressure Just inside the 
.lift tube is calculated, which determines the 
equilibrium temperature and amount of temperature 
flashdown of the warm water. The drops are aesmed to 
form and their flashdown to equilibrium temperature is 
assumed to occur within the first vertical step. 'Ihis 
assumption is reasonable for the drop sizes 
encountered due to the high thenel diffrtstvlty of the 
water. Once the inlet conditions are established, a 
step, size up the tube is chosen and the droplet 
momentum equation is employed to find the change in' 
drop velocity over that step up the tube. A forvard. 
Pl~tlLr dlllerrucd enyiessluir is uacd to approximate 
the derivative of velocity with respect to height. 
The overall momentum, maes, and energy conservation 
equations f6f ehr fl6u are BOlVed eimulcaneouely to 
yield the changes in steam quality, pressure, and 
vapor velocity for the step to the new location. 
Finally, the drop velocity, quallty,'pressure, and 
vapor velocity variables are updated for the new 
location, tho change in droplet mass due to 
evaporation ie calculated, and output is generated. 
This process is repeated until the point is reached 
where the equilibrium bulk temperature become? less 
than the specified condenser temperature, ot until the 
droplet velocity is less than zero. If calculation. 
stope because the bulk temperature reaches the 
temperature of the condenser, the drops may have 
coualdrtable klnccic e~tcrgy rcmainin~a Further lift 
could be realized in a suitably designed "coasting" 
section of lift tube. Such a coast section would be 
designed to recover the kinetic energy of the flow by 
allowing it to follow a ballistic trajectory without 
temperature change. The occurrence of negative drop 
velocities implies "rainout" because the drops are no 
longer lifted by the vapor and begin to fall back down 
the lift tube. In either case, the lift height is 
defined as the height at which one of the above 
conditions is met. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTIGROUP MIST FLOW MODEL 

To study the effects of droplet growth by 
coalescence, the multigroup model was developed to 
consider1 a spectrum of drop sizes (Ref. 4 and 
appendix). The singlegroup model discussed in the 



preceding section is the degenerate case of this model 
with one drop size. In the multigroup model, drops 
are apportioned into a series of discrete sizes, the 
masses of which are contiguous integral multiples of a 
chosen base mass. Thus, the mass of a drop in group j 
is taken to be (j0ml), where ml is the mass of. each 
drop in group 1. Fifty drop sizes constitute the 
spectrum. which gives a range of drop sizes up to 
about four times the diameter of the drops in the 
first group. Equal mass intervals between groups were 
chosen so that drops from groups i and j would 
coalesce to form a drop in group (i + j). 

The multigroup model algorithm is similar to the 
algorittlm for the sLnngle-group madel described in the 
preceding section. Instead of one specific drop size, 
an initial distribution of drops is input. All other 
inputs are the same as for the single-group model. 
At the bottom of each step up the lift tube,. 
calculations are made of the interactions among the 50 
groups of droplets to determine the evolution of the 
drop-size spectrum due to collisions. A geometric 
collision cross-section based on the diameters and 
speeds of the interacting drops is used, and a 
coalescence efficiency is calculated based on the 
dinmctcra of the hteracting drope. For cnch group of 
drops, the, droplet momentum equation is applied to 
obtain the average velocity of the group. Finally, 
solution of the overall conservation equations yields 
the temperature, quality, and vapor velocity at each 
step. Thus, the flow properties and the evolution in 
size and velocity of the drop spectrum are obtained ae 
the mist proceeds up the lift tube. The calculation 
is terminated when the equilibrium temperature becomes 
the temperature specified for the condenser, or when 
any group of drops acquires a zero velocity, implying 
rainout. . 

The model includes an algorithm to' "squish" the' 
spectrum of drop sizes when it becomes full of 
drops. Conserving mass and momentum, the algorithm 
combines the groups of drops in the 50drop spectrum 
by pairs LIILU Ll~e ~ w l l e u ~  25 d i u p  bizen I ~ E  a new 50- 
drop-size spectrum with a mass increment twice that of 
the original spectrum. Calculation then proceeds with 
the new spectrum. The criterion chosen for Chis 
process was to squish whenever the number of groups 
containing more than 1% of the total mass flow 
exceeded a value of eight. This criterion led to 
consistent squishing of the spectrum without large 
losses 'at the end of the spectrum and without overly 
limiting its extent. 

The coalescence efficiency model was based on the 
results of Abbott (2) for drops falling in air at 
their terminal velocities. The probability of 
coalescence was digitized from Abbott's results for 
the range of drop sizes encountered in the mist flow 
and entered as a subroutine to the multigroup mist 
lift computer program. Pairs of drops not coalescing 
were assumed to separate without satellite drops ot 
exchange of mass. Also coded into the program was an 
upper limit on drop size based on the balance of the 
drop's surface tension and fluid pressures from the 
flow, so that drops could not combine to create a drop 
larger than the limiting drop size. 

RESULTS 

A plot of the velocities of the largest and 
smallest drops in the spectrum and the velocity of the 
vapor fror a single run of the mltigruup model Lv 
given in Fig. 2. The drop-size distribution measured 
by Chawat (2) for an injector designed for the mist 
flow was used as the initial drop-size spectrum. m e  
inlet drop-diameter spectrum has a mean of 0.176 mm 

and a standard deviation of 0.030 mm and is 
approximately Gaussian in shape. The two downward- 
sloping curves in Fig. 2 are the velocities of the 
smallest and largest drops in the spectrum as it 
develops up the length of the lift .tube. m e  third 
curve is the plot of vapor velocity versus distance up 
the tube. The points at which squishing of the 
spectrum occurred are indicated by the downward- 
pointing arrow and show growth of the droplets by 
coalescence is significant. The lift height achieved 
is only 26.6 m more than the height to which the drops 
would rise ballistically in the absence of drag, given 
their inlet velocity. 

f i g .  2. VoLocity predictwne of  the muLtigroup miat 
fLou lnodbL 

The lift height predicted by both models is quite 
sensitive to the inlet conditions, especially the mass 
flow rate and pressure upstream of the injector. This 
sensitivity is evident in Fig. 3, where the results 
obtained from the two models are plotted as curves of 
predicted lift height versus mass flow rate at two 
selected inlet pressures. The range of mass flow rate 
for each of the twu inlet pressures corresponds to the 
pressure just inside the lift tube varying from the 
saturation vapor pressure of the inlet warm water to 
that associated with the temperature gf the 
condenser. Thus, the mass flow rates span from the 
condition of no flashdown at the entrance of the lift 
tube to the condition where the inlet warm water 
flashes dovn immediately to the condenser tempera- 
ture. For a given set of conditions, variation of the 
flow rate by as little as 1% leads to large changes in 
the predicted lift height (neglecting possible 
recovery of kinetic energy by a coast phase at con- 
stant temperatr~re). 

The single-group model results, plotted as solid 
lines in Fig. 2, are explained as follows. In the 
l o r f l o ~ r a t e  rhgion of the cuhtes, the pteeeure 
calculated for the bottom of the lift tube from 
Bernouilli's equation is relatively high. This,means 
that little flashing of the warm water to steam occurs 
and thus the vapor velocity is small. The drops are 



injected into this almost stagnant vapor and are 
slowed by drag forces and gravity until they stop, so 
that rainout occurs after only a few metres. The 
steep jump at the lowflorrate side of each of the 
curves corresponds to the flow rate at which just 
enough vapor is generated by flashing of the warm 
water to accelerate the drops up the tube just before 
they stop due to the force of gravity. This condition 
leads to a maximum lift height. Ae the flow rate is 
increased further, the predicted pressure at the 
bottom of the lift tube decreases, which leads to 
increased flashdown of the warm water and higher vapor 
velocities at the inlet. Since the temperature at the 
entrance decreases as the flow rate fncreas'es, the 
condenser temperature is reached at a lower-height and 
the model predicts a decreased lift height. Bowever, 
the velocities of the vapor and droplets are not zero 
when the teqperature of the condenser is reached, and 
kinetic energy is available for recovery by 
coasting. The high-flowrate cutoff of each of the 
cirrves corresponds to the flow rate at which the 
flashdown temperature of the water is calculated to be 
the temperature of the condenser immediately upon iee 
entrance; the calculatton is terminated at that point. 

The results of the multigroup model are shown in 
Fig. 3 as dashed curves. In the multigroup model, the 
growth of the drops in the spectrum causes the drops 
to rain out in a short distance unless there is enough 
flashing of the warm water to generate a substantial 
amount of vapor to sustain the drops as they grow. 
The predicted lift for the low-florrate portion of 
each curve, where the flashdown is small, is therefore 
much less for the multigroup model than for the ein- 
gle-group model. As the flow rate is increased, the 
amount of flashdown and, hence, che amount of vapor 
generated increase. Thus, the vapor velocity in- 
creases, and the drops are lifted more by the vapor 

Iniot Temperature 25 C 
Lift Tube Diometor 10 m , I 

E- 

Areo of Injector. 0.3 mG 1 

8- 

Fig. 3. Conparioon of Single-group and Hulti- 
group Reeuite. 
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Single-grou Rod01 
Po - 0.1 bor ----- n u ~ t i ~ o u p  R o h i  

before raining out. This process yields an increasing 
lift height before rainout with increasing flow rate, 
as shown in Fig. 3. This increase in. predicted lift 
height with flow rate continues to a point at which 
the flashdown temperature becomes nearly equal to the 
condenser temperature. At this point, the multigroup 
model predicts the greatest lift height. Beyond the 
point of maximum predicted lift height, the multigroup 
model results are similar to the singlegroup model 
results;. the predicted lift decreases bacauee the tem- 
perature of the condeneer is soon reached. Bowever, 
the drops still have kinetic energy at that point. 

In Fig. 3, the reductioo in the maxi- lift 
height predicted by the single-group model for the 
higher inlet preeeure is the result of a combination 
of increased inlet losscs and exit kinetic energy 
losses at the higher inlet pressure. The multigroup 
model predicts an ideraase in maxiuum lift height at 
the higher inlet prassure becaclee the isJection 
velocities incraaee with the inlet preeeure, and thus 
the ballistic height is increased. 

'i'o eeeese the effect of the coaleacenae offieiency 
model on the predictione of the mltigroup model, the 
original results were compared with the rasults 
obtained with the coalescence efficiency set, at unity 
and at one-half of the value obtained from Abbott. 
Figure 4 slaomarizes the results of this parametric 
study. 

With a coalescence efficiency of one (i.e., all 
collisions resulting in coalescence), the results do 
not greatly differ from the original results. This' is 
expected for the drops while they are small because 
the coalescence efficiency is very near unity for 
drops less than 1 mm in diameter. The slight increase 
in lift height achieved with a coalescence efficiency 
of ope is due to the formation of larger drops that. 
are not slowed as much by the low-velocity vapor at 
the entrance. 

8- I, - - - - - -  Normal, Coolaaoeooo E f f i c h y  t h h L  - . - Cooleeconce Efficioncg - 1. 
.........-.. Coalesconco Efficiency - 1/2 Normal 

Inlet Tomperoturo 25 C 
Inlet Proeeure 0.1 bor 
Lift Tube Diameter 10 m 2 
Area of Injector. 0.3 m 

F i g  4. Lift bight Prodicted by Hultiyoy H o h l  
for Varioue VaLuor of tho Caalemconco E f ~croncy. 



With a coalescence efficiency of one-half of the 
value obtained from Abbott's results, the difference 
in the results is much more pronounced. The reduction 
in droplet growth causes the drops to be lifted more 
effectively by the vapor and to rise further before 
rainout. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The most significant conclusion from the single- 
group model is that the predicted lift produced by the 
mist flow is strongly dependent on the inlet condi- 
tions. %a11 variations in the mass flow rate at a 
given inlet pressura, corresponding to small changes 
in the amount of flashing by the warn water at the 
inlet, produce large variations in the predicted lift 
height. Also, the maximum lift is obtained just on 
the brink of collapse of the mist flow. The current 
injector design, which causes the drops to be injected 
into an almost stagnant layer of vapor, results in 
large friction losses at the entrance of the lift tube 
and a sharp lorflorrate cutoff in the allowable 
presaure/flow rate operational envelope. An injector 
designed to allow the drops to be introduced at nearly 
thc vclaeity of the veper ovor a rrido rango of flow 
rates would alleviate this problem. 

The results of the multigroup model indicate that 
the growth of droplets by collision and coalescence is 
significant. Compared to the results of the single- 
group model, the growth of the drope in the mist 
predicted by the multigroup model reduces the lift 
height achieved and the range of operation possible 
without rainout. Maximum lift is achieved when a 
large amount of flashing of the warm water occurs at 
the inlet of the lift tube, producing sufficient vapor 
to lift the drops while they are still small. 
Sensitivity of the results to the coalescence 
efficiency model indicates that mechanisms that reduce 
the coalescence efficiency or produce small drops are 
important in increasing the lift height achieved by 
the mist flow. Therefore, efforts are now being made 
to include the collision-induced breakup of drops, 
which is expected to reduce the maximum size attained 
by drops and to produce small drops. 
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N-Group Mist Lift Model 

The droplets are divided up into groups, and the 
mass of each group is an integral multiple of the mess 
of the smallest group, designated by subscript 1. 
Thus, if group 1 has a diameter of 0.2 mm and a mass 
of 4.19 ug, then group 2 has a diameter of 0.252 unn 
and a mass of 8.38 ug, group 3 has a diameter of 
0.288 mm and a mass of 12.6 ug, and so on. 

The diameter, mass, and velocity of the drope in 
group 'i' are denoted by di, m and v . 
respectively. The overall flow rate of treee drope fi 
n (number per unit time over the cross-sectional area 
of the lift tube, A). The number of these drope per 
unit volumo at any loantion Lo then nl/Avi., . 

Collisions. The rate of collisions between drops 
from species i and j per unit volume is 

where a is a collision crosa-section. From.& review 
of the Mterature and, in particular, the rcsults of 
Abbott (3, it appears reasonable to assume that the 
drope move in straight lines and that any geometrical 
interference between their trajectories leads to 
either coalescence or separation. Therefore, the 
collision cross-section is 

A coalescence efficiency o is introduced, to account 
for the finite probability that the result of the 
collision is the creation of a drop in group 
i + j Drops not coalescing are assumed to split 
apart, retaining their original identities. The total 
rate of collisions resulting in coalescence between 
drops in groups i and 3 in length dz of the column is 
obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2) :  

As long as dz is infinitesimally short there will be 
no multiple collisions, nor will the number of 
collisions be limited by the droplet flov rate in a 
given group. Aouever, these effects must be con- 
6.idered -in a. finite difference numerical scheme. 

The total number of collisions resulting in a loss 
of drops in group i in a distance de is 

Di - Fi jdz , 
j-1 

where k is the number'of groups in which there are 
droplets. There is no need to remove the self- 

its value is zero because 
same time, drops are created in 
over all combinations of drops 

l~dapted from Ref. 4. 



i n  groups j and r f o r  which j + r - i. By l e t t i n g  
"r" always represen t  the  heav ie r  drop i n  a c o l l i s i o n ,  
t h e  source of drops i n  group i per u n i t  l eng th  i s  

where INT(iI2) r epresen t s  t h e  l a r g e s t  i n t e g e r  t h a t  is 
l e s s  than o r  equa l  t o  i /2.  

The conservat ion equat ion f o r  drops i n  group i is 
then 

I n t e g r a t i o n  of Eq. (5) enables  t h e  evo lu t ion  of t h e  
d r o p l e t  s i z e  spectrum t o  be computed. 

Drop Momentum. Consider a c o n t r o l  volume which 
spans t h e  l i f t  tube hor izon ta l ly  and has a height  
dz. We may. formulate a momentum balance 6n CRe drops 
of group i passing through the c o n t r o l  volume a s  
follows. The incoming drops i n  a group i t r a n s p o r t  
momentum a t  a r a t e  of (nimivi),. The outgoing drops 
c a r r y  away momentum a t  a r a t e  of (nimivi)z+d . The 
drops added t o  group i by c o l l i s i o n s  con t r fbu te  a 
momentum equa l  t o  

The drops t h a t  a r e  removed from croup i by c o l l i s i o n s  
cause a l o s s  of momentum of 

Evaporation leads  t o  a l o s s  of momentum of -nividmi,. 
The important fo rces  on t h e  drops i n  the  c o n t r o l  
volume a r e  g r a v i t y  and t h e  drag fo rce  on the  drops 
from t h e  steam. The o v e r a l l  moaentum balance is then 

The s m a l l  . c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  ' the  fo rce  term from t h e  
p ressure  g rad ien t  is neglected. There is a l s o  some 
q~resc ion  nhout how t o  handle t h e  interchange of 
momentum between the .phsses  due t o  evaporation: Which 
phase is "charged" f o r  how much of t h e  momentum change 
( V  - vi)dmi/dzl A t  t h i s  s t a g e  t h i s  is neglected i n  
thg  momentum equation. In f a c t ,  a l l  con t r ibu t ions  i n  
Eq. (6) r e s u l t i n g  from dmi/dz a r e  neglected,  which 
reduces Eq. (6)  t o  a d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ion involving 
dni/dz and dv /dz. 

S u b s t i t u t f n g  from Eq. (5) ,  we o b t a i n  an e x p l i c i t  
equa t ion  f o r  dvi/dz: 

The f i r s t  term on t h e  right-hand s i d e  of Eq. (7) is 
j u s t  what we would have i n  the  absence of c o l l i -  
s ions .  I h e  second term represen t s  t h e  ne t  r e s u l t  of 
a l l  c o l l i s i o n s ;  i t  is equal  t o  zero i f  a l l  t h e  vi a r e  
equal  because mj + mi-, - mi. In r e a l i t y ,  of course ,  
t h e  drops ( i n  group i )  r e s u l t i n g  from d i f f e r e n t  
c o l l i s i o n s  w i l l  have d i f f e r e n t  ve loc i t i e s .  We a r e  
choosing t o  average over a l l  these  v e l o c i t i e s ;  
o therwise  we would have t o  keep t r a c k  of v e l o c i t y  
p r o f i l e s  f o r  every group of d r o p l e t s ,  and the  
complexity of our  n m e r i c a l  scheme would inc rease  
C I I U C . U O U ~ ~ ~  b 

Overa l l  Conservation Laws. Equations (5) and (7 )  
enable  us t o  s t e p  a long t h e  column c a l c u l a t i n g  changes 
111 1 1 ~  illid v We a l s ~  i ~ e ~ l i  t o  caleula6a ahangoo Ln 
v , p, and tt;h q u a l i t y  x. The d i f f e r e n t i a l s  of these  
tfiree v a r i a b l e s  a r e  coraputed by using t l ~ e  th ree  
conservat ion laws of mass, momentum, and energy. 

Mass. The t o t a l  mass flow r a t e  is constant.  - 
Because t h e  vapor occupies almost a l l  of t h e  space, we 
can w r i t e ,  t o  a c l o s e  approximation, 

p v A - wg - xw; 
g g 

whence 

Mass l o s t  by the  drops appears a s  vapor; so  

We assume t h a t  evaporat ion occurs from a l l  drops a t  a 
r a t e  p ropor t iona l  t o  t h e i r  moss ( t h i s  seem8 reasonable 
because t h e  l a t e n t  heat  is suppl ied by cool ing the  
drops) ;  the re fo re ,  

Subs t i tu t ing  Eq. (11) into .  Eq. (10) g ives  

Now, 1 midn equals  ze ro  because c o l l i a i o n e  coneerve 
mass; the ra fn ra  ITq. (12) can be used t o  deduce the 
value of 1: 

and t h i s  can be used i n  Eq. (11) t o  give 

dmi - - qi dx . (15) 
I - x  

Therefore ,  t h e  mass change of each d rop le t  spec ies  can 
be r e l a t e d  t o  changes i n  q u a l i t y  of the  e n t i r e  flow. 



. Momentum. The momentum equation for the entire 
flow is 

where.; is the mean density given by 

We now wish to rearrange the left-hand side of 
Eq. (16) in terms of the variables to be used in the 
computation; thus: 

We uee Eq. (15) in Eq. (18) and substitute the result 
in Eq.: (16) to get 

Inlet Calculations 

The equilibrium pressure; temperature, and 
veloclty of the drops and vapor at the bottom of the 
lift tube must be calculated to start the calculatione 
of the miet flow. The epeed of the liquid jet 
entering through an effective orifice area A. 
(including any effect of vena contracts) is 

Using Bernouilli's equation and allowing for the 
pressure difference across the jet due to eurface 
teneion, we obtain for the preeeure in the vapor above 
the injector: 

In a ehort length, the jet coaee almoet to the 
equilibrium temperature corresponding to pl. Because 
the liquid makes up almoet all of the maee flow and 
velocity changes little in thie ehort length, momentum 
is conserved acroee the "development region" and there 
is little preesure change. We may therefore aesume 
that pl exists throughout the region and the jet is 
cooled to the corresponding equilibrium temperature 
T . The maee flow of vapor is, therefore, 
wf! (To - Tl)/h If the vapor is assumed to leave 
thls region W C X - u n i f o m  speed rgl, tlte initial vapor 
velocity is 

The sums on the right-hand side oy Itq.' (19) cin be because the liquid occupies only a small fractYon of 
derived from Eqs. (5) and (7). the volume. 

Energy. The energy equation for the entire flow 
is 

This can be expanded as 

Collecting terms, ueing Eq. (15). and realizing that 
1 m i d y  - 6, ve obtain 

All of the thermodynamic property derivatives in 
Eqs. (9) and (22) ate computed along the saturatloi~ 
line. Equations (9), (191, and (22) then form three 
simultaneous equations for dx, dp, and dvg. 
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